
 
    

 

Company Description: 
Lamb Weston Holdings, Inc. produces and markets value-added frozen potato products worldwide. It operates 

through four segments: Global, Foodservice, Retail, and Other. The company, headquartered in Eagle, Idaho, 

offers frozen potatoes, sweet potatoes, and appetizers under the Lamb Weston brand name, as well as various 

customer labels. It serves retail and foodservice customers; grocery, mass, club, and specialty retailers; and 

businesses, independent restaurants, regional chain restaurants, and convenience stores, as well as educational 

institutions.  

 

Buy 
Current Price: $54.46       Market Cap: 7.963B 
Target Price: $59.49       52 Week Range: $39.53-$60.85   
LTM EBITDA margin: 21%     Avg. Volume:  
ROIC: 19.17%       Operating Margin: 12%   
WACC: 8.6%   `    Net Margin: 11.1%    
  

 
Thesis: Lamb Weston shows potential growth 

prospects among a mid to long term growth time 
horizon.  I think that Lamb Weston has a track 
record of increasing their value and will continue to 
do that into the future.  Regardless if Lamb Weston is 
priced fairly or undervalued, I still believe a buy will 
deliver noticeable returns.  At the current projections, 
Lamb Weston is poised to earn just over nine percent 
meaning that they are a strong buy especially with the 
corporation announcing a higher targeted dividend 
yield per share. 

 
Catalysts:  

 Short Term(within the year): Potential 
acquisitions by Lamb Weston to expand 
capacities.  

 Mid Term(1-2 years):  Development of 
more regional-based farms. 

 Long Term(3+): Lamb Weston/Meijer 
joint venture grows further into Europe. 
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Company breakdown: 
Lamb Weston is a global company with many different segments.  In particular, their corporation is comprised 

of four major components: global, foodservice, retail, and other.   

Global: The global segment includes branded and private label frozen potato products sold in North America 

and international markets.  This segment includes the 100 North American based restaurant chains and 

international customers consisted of global and regional restaurant chains, foodservice distributers, and retailers.  

The segment also includes non-U.S. and non-Canadian retail and foodservice customers.  The product portfolio 

consists of frozen potatoes, sweet potatoes, and appetizers sold by the Lamb Weston brand, as well as additional 

various customer labels. 

Foodservice: The foodservice segment includes branded and private label frozen potato products sold 

throughout the United States and Canada.  The foodservice segment’s primary products are frozen potatoes, 

sweet potatoes, commercial ingredients, and appetizer items sold underneath the Lamb Weston brand, as well 

as various customer chains, and non-commercial channels. 

Retail: The retail segment includes consumer facing retail branded and private label frozen potato products.  

The primary products of the retail segment are frozen potatoes and sweet potato products sold under Lamb 

Weston owned or licensed brands (which include Grown in Idaho, and Alexia), other licensed equities consisted 

of brand names of major North American restaurant chains, and the retailers’ own brands. 

Other: The “other” segment primarily includes the company’s vegetable and dairy businesses.  They are 

negligible compared to their primary potato businesses. 

 

 
 

 

Joint Venture Relationships: 
Lamb Weston utilizes partnerships with corporations to further align themselves with their target markets.  The 

company conducts its business through two major unconsolidated joint ventures which produce market value-

added frozen potato products for retail and foodservice customers.  Lamb Weston holds 50 percent ownership 

interest in Lamb-Weston/Meijer v.o.f., Meijer Frozen Foods.  Headquarted in the Netherlands, Meijer gives 

Lamb Weston the access to its manufacturing and sales in Europe.  The second joint venture Lamb Weston is 

RDO Frozen Company.  In the 50 percent ownership interest 

in Lamb-Weston/RDO Frozen, RDO provides Lamb Weston 

with sales and marketing services.  In addition to the company’s 

two joint ventures, they also have 49.99 percent interest in Lamb 

Weston BSW which is a potato processing venture with Ochoa 

Ag Unlimited Foods.  Ochoa Ag also provides sales and 

marketing services to Lamb Weston BSW. 

 

 

 



 
    

 

Three Tier Strategy to Increasing Value: 
Lamb Weston utilizes a strategic plan which addresses three areas: category and customer growth, global 
supply chain to drive growth, investment in growth.  The category in which Lamb Weston conducts its 
business is extremely specialized and therefore needs to grow in order for the corporation to grow as well.   
 
As a major producer of potato products, Lamb Weston has an inherent benefit to gain as the category and 
customers grow in the future.  With this being said, Lamb Weston has been turning its focus to a group of 
different segments in the market.  Investments in the traditional restaurant segments and customers such as 
quick-service and fast casual burger and chicken chains have been a backbone of Lamb Weston’s strategy to 
boost the category in which they maintain a 90 percent market share.  In addition to the traditional segments, 
Lamb Weston also invests in non-traditional frozen 
potato product outlets like convenience stores and 
coffee houses.  Collectively, the investments are 
focused to gain more market share in key markets in 
China and Southeast Asia while maintaining dominant 
stances in the North American markets.  Through 
developing more targeted products such as premium 
branded Alexia products and mainstream products like 
Grown in Idaho, Lamb Weston expands distribution 
across their markets while retaining or growing current 
market share.  Lastly, Lamb Weston has noticed 
another potential source for growth in smaller quick-
service and fast casual chains in North America which 
are looking to add more units and expand 
geographically. 
 
Global supply chain growth is crucial to help strengthen the competitive advantage as a low-cost producer for 
Lamb Weston.  The culture at Lamb Weston seeks to drive productivity and cost savings by leveraging 
improvement in their processes.  They have consistently expanded capacity limits in order to support volume 
growth, improve raw recovery rates, and manage manufacturing costs to expand gross margins.  The 
continuation of their improvement of their end-to-end global supply chain will further enhance production 
efficiencies and cost savings across North America and with their joint venture partners.  The focus is to 
create a raw potato sourcing model in emerging growing regions that is similar to the one they built in the 
Pacific Northwest.  The model will enable Lamb Weston to have an ongoing supply of cost-advantage raw 
products that would meet the needs of our customers over the long-term. 
 
Lamb Weston has consistently committed capital to increase capacity and furthermore increase the overall 
growth of their company. In the past five years, and including their recent announcement to expand their 

Hermiston facility, they will have invested more than 
$800 million to expand capacity. Lamb Weston continues 
their base capital program by reducing cost, stretching 
capacity, and keeping factories well maintained so they 
operate at high utilization rates while maintaining high 
standards for quality.  In their Q2 earnings call, Lamb 
Weston announced intentions to invest another $250 
million into their Hermiston facility to support an 
increase of 300 million pounds, or 150,000 tons, of 
French fry production capacity.  In perspective, 
McDonald’s Corporation (Lamb Weston’s biggest client) 
sold four trillion french fries in the last year.  They 
comprise 11 percent of net sales for Lamb Weston. 



 
    

 

 

Management: 
Lamb Weston is led by a group of executives who have a combined 107 years’ worth of experience at Lamb 

Weston or aligned companies.  They have brought a notion to the company of sustained long-term growth and 

secure investments that will promote value creation and solid returns.  On an annual basis, they earn just over 

$11 million in compensation comprised of salary and stock options.  This seems like a fair reward for the 

sustained growth and 

improved prospects this 

company faces for the 

future based on current 

and past results. 

 

 

 

Ownership: 

The ownership of Lamb Weston is 

significant in an investor’s case due to the 

overwhelming amount of hedge fund 

ownership in the company.  A majority of 

the ownership is held by investment 

advisors but collectively, investment 

advisors and hedge funds hold just under 

93.5 percent of Lamb Weston’s equity.  

With that being said, Lamb Weston who is 

historically seen as a longer buy and hold 

strategy for returns is now transitioning to a short to mid-term investment.  This is a reach of an assumption 

given no other observations of the transactions.  Although, it can be said with certainty that Lamb Weston is 

seen as a strong candidate for increased returns. 

 

Short Interest: 

In addition to the ownership of the company, Lamb 

Weston has a historically lower short interest than 

the segment and industry average.  According to 

Bloomberg, Lamb Weston carries a 1.07 percent 

short interest of float.  When considering the 14 

percent ownership by hedge funds, adding knowledge of the short interest can help determine what their 

positions in the stock are.  Given a very low short interest, it can be assumed that a vast majority of the 

ownership of Lamb Weston by hedge funds are long positions.  Also, given the nature of hedge funds’ time 

horizon to invest, it can be assumed that there is a strong possibility that there will be increases of short-term 

returns. 



 
    

 

 

Conclusion:  

Given all information available, I believe that Lamb Weston is a strong buy for any time horizon of 

investment.  Short, mid, and long-term catalysts all point to value creation approach to business by senior 

executives who have track records of obtaining sustainable, growing returns.  The global increase of potato 

prices, decreasing production and sourcing costs are giving Lamb Weston larger operating margins than they 

have had previously, and larger margins than that of competitors in the same segment.  These margins are 

being withheld by Lamb Weston due to their increasing investments in capacity utilization and development 

of more complete supply-chain relationships.  Market segments globally are providing favorable environments 

for Lamb Weston’s products which are going to be reflected by higher net sales and transfer to higher profits 

given the decrease in production costs. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
    

 

 


